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Abstract The paper gives a brief overview of the four shared tasks or-
ganized at the PAN 2023 lab on digital text forensics and stylometry to
be hosted at the CLEF 2023 conference. The general goal of the PAN lab
is to advance the state-of-the-art in text forensics and stylometry while
ensuring objective evaluation of new and established methods on newly
developed benchmark datasets. PAN’s tasks cover four areas of digital
text forensics: author identification, multi-author analysis, author profil-
ing, and content analysis. Some tasks follow up on past editions (cross-
domain authorship verification, multi-author writing style analysis) and
some explore novel ideas (profiling cryptocurrency influencers in social
media and trigger detection). As with the previous editions, PAN invites
software submissions rather than run submissions; more than 400 pieces
of software have been submitted from PAN’12 through PAN’22 com-
bined, with recent evaluations running on the TIRA experimentation
platform. This proposal briefly outlines our goals for PAN as a lab and
our contributions proposed for PAN’23.
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1 Introduction

PAN is a workshop series and a networking initiative for stylometry and digital
text forensics. The workshop’s goal is to bring together scientists and practi-
tioners studying technologies that analyze texts with regard to originality, au-
thorship, trust, and ethicality, among others. Since its inception 15 years back
PAN has included shared tasks on specific computational challenges related to
authorship analysis, computational ethics, and determining the originality of a
piece of writing. Over the years, the respective organizing committees of the
64 shared tasks1 have assembled evaluation resources for the aforementioned re-
search disciplines that amount to 55 datasets2 plus nine datasets contributed by
the community. Each new dataset was compiled by the task’s authors specifically
for the given task and introduced new variants of author verification, profiling,
or author obfuscation tasks as well as multi-author analysis and determining the
morality, quality, or originality of a text. The tasks build incrementally on the
experience and results of prior PAN shared tasks and extend them in meaningful
ways by increasing complexity. The 2023 edition of PAN continues in the same
vein, introducing new resources as well as previously unconsidered problems to
the community. As in earlier editions, PAN is committed to reproducible research
in IR and NLP therefore all shared tasks will ask for software submissions on
our TIRA platform [9]. We briefly outline the upcoming tasks in the sections
that follow.

2 Authorship Verification

Authorship verification is a fundamental task in author identification. All cases
of questioned authorship can be decomposed into a series of verification in-
stances, be it in a closed-set or open-set scenario [6]. The past editions of PAN
considered the task of cross-domain authorship verification, where the texts of
known and unknown authorship come from different domains [1, 2, 24]. In most
of the examined cases, the domains corresponded to topics, thematic areas, or
fandoms (non-professional fiction published online in significant quantities by
fans of high-popularity authors or works, so-called fanfiction). The relatively
high performance of the past submissions [1, 2] demonstrates that authorship
in most of these cases can be successfully verified. However, it is not clear yet
how to handle more difficult authorship verification cases where texts of known
and unknown authorship belong to different discourse types (DTs), especially
when these DTs have few similarities (e.g., argumentative essays vs. text mes-
sages to family members). Hence, the most recent edition of PAN adopted a new
and very challenging scenario: cross-discourse type authorship verification. Here,
documents belong to different discourse types (i.e., essays, emails, text messages,
business memos) whose style depends on the level of formality, intended audi-
1Find PAN’s past shared tasks at pan.webis.de/shared-tasks.html
2Find PAN’s datasets at pan.webis.de/data.html
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ence, and communicative purpose [23]. The relatively low obtained evaluation
results show that the task is still exceedingly difficult.

Cross-Discourse Type Author Verification at PAN’23

In its simplest form, authorship verification deals with determining whether two
documents are written by the same author. In cross-discourse type authorship
verification, introduced in the last edition of PAN [23], the two documents are
of distinct DTs. Yet despite their differences, all documents in this and previ-
ous PAN editions are only forms of written language. At PAN’23, we will focus
for the first time on (cross-discourse type) authorship verification where both
written (e.g., essays, emails) and oral language (e.g., interviews, speech tran-
scriptions) are represented in the set of discourse types. This will provide the
opportunity to study the robustness and effectiveness of stylometric approaches
in challenging and intriguing conditions. In addition, the ability of authorship
verification methods to handle the different forms of expression in written and
oral language will be highlighted. New training and evaluation datasets will be
provided that cover DTs in both written and oral language. The same evaluation
framework and measures as in the latest PAN editions of authorship verification
tasks will be adopted [1, 23]. The evaluation includes well-known measures like
the area under the ROC curve, F1 score, and Brier score, as well as more spe-
cialized measures that take into account non-answers, like c@1 (a variant of
accuracy rewarding non-answers) and F0.5u (a variant of F-score rewarding cor-
rectly predicted same-author cases in addition to non-answers).

3 Author Profiling

Author profiling is the problem of distinguishing between classes of authors by
studying how language is shared by people. Profiling can help to identify authors’
individual characteristics, such as age, gender, or language variety, among others.
During the years 2013–2022 we addressed several of these aspects in the shared
tasks organized at PAN.3 In 2013 the aim was to identify gender and age in social
media texts for English and Spanish [16]. In 2014 we addressed age identification
from a continuous perspective (without gaps between age classes) in the context
of several genres, such as blogs, Twitter, and reviews (in Trip Advisor), both
in English and Spanish [14]. In 2015, apart from age and gender identification,
we addressed also personality recognition on Twitter in English, Spanish, Dutch,
and Italian [18]. In 2016, we addressed the problem of cross-genre gender and age
identification in English, Spanish, and Dutch [19]. The training data was gath-
ered from Twitter and the test data was gathered from blogs and social media
data. In 2017, we addressed gender and language variety identification in Twitter
in English, Spanish, Portuguese, and Arabic [17]. In 2018, we investigated gen-
der identification on Twitter from a multi-modal perspective, considering also
3All our datasets comply with the EU General Data Protection Regulation [12].
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the images linked within tweets; the dataset was composed of English, Spanish,
and Arabic tweets [15]. From 2019 to 2022, we focused on a series of shared
tasks related to profiling harmful information spreaders. In 2019 our focus was
on profiling and discriminating bots from humans on the basis of textual data
only [13] and targeting both English and Spanish tweets. In 2020, we focused
on profiling fake news spreaders [11], both in English and Spanish. The ease of
publishing content on social media has also increased the amount of disinforma-
tion that is published and shared and our goal was to profile those authors who
have shared some fake news in the past. In 2021, we focused on profiling hate
speech spreaders in social media [10], both in English and Spanish. The goal
was to identify Twitter users who can be considered haters, depending on the
number of tweets with hateful content that they had spread. Finally, in 2022, we
focused on profiling irony and stereotype spreaders on English tweets [20]. The
goal was to profile highly ironic authors and those that employ irony to convey
stereotypical messages, e.g. towards women or the LGTB community.

Profiling Cryptocurrency Influencers with Few-shot Learning at
PAN’23

Cryptocurrencies have massively increased their popularity in recent years [22].
The promise of independence from central authorities, the possibilities offered
by the different projects, and the new, influencer-driven gold rush make cryp-
tocurrencies a trendy topic in social media. Profiling research is particularly
interested in the cryptocurrency ecosystem to identify influential actors that
motivate others into action.

Producing sufficiently many high-quality annotations for author profiling is
challenging. Profiling influencers in particular has high requirements in the eco-
nomic and temporal cost, psychological and linguistic expertise needed by the
annotator, and the congenital subjectivity involved in the annotation task [3, 25].
Additionally, in a real environment, i.e. when traders want to leverage social me-
dia signals to forecast the market, profiling needs to be done in real-time in a
few milliseconds. This difficult, expensive, and high-speed data collection process
implies data scarcity: models need to work with as little data as possible and
still perform.

In this shared task, we aim to profile cryptocurrency influencers in social me-
dia from a low-resource perspective, that is, using little data. Moreover, we pro-
pose to profile types of influencers also using a low-resource setting. Specifically,
we focus on English Twitter posts for three different sub-tasks: (1) Low-resource
influencer profiling : profile authors according to their degree of influence (null,
nano, micro, macro, mega); (2) Low-resource influencer interest profiling : profile
authors according to their main interests or areas of influence (technical informa-
tion, price update, trading matters, gaming, other); (3) Low-resource influencer
intent profiling : profile authors according to the intent of their messages (sub-
jective opinion, financial information, advertising, announcement). Participants
need to choose carefully which models to apply to this under-resourced setting.
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Concepts such as transfer learning [28] and few-shot learning [4, 8, 7, 27] are key
to succeed.

4 Multi-Author Writing Style Analysis

Style change detection concerns itself with identifying positions within a given
text document at which the writing style—and therefore, by extension, the
author—changes. This task can be a constituent task of authorship identifi-
cation and multi-author document analysis, and has applications in areas such
as plagiarism detection. At PAN, the style change detection task has been stud-
ied since 2016, in various different forms. In 2016, participants had to identify
the authors of fragments of a document, and group all fragments written by the
same author together [21]. In 2017, the task was twofold [26]. First, participants
had to determine whether a given document was written by one or by multiple
authors. Second, for documents by multiple authors, they had to determine the
exact positions within the documents where the author changes. In 2018, fol-
lowing feedback that the task posed in the previous year was too difficult, the
problem was simplified to only identifying whether a document was written by
one or more authors [5]. In the following years, we built on this and gradually
made the task definitions more complex again. In 2019, participants had to first
determine whether a document had a single or multiple authors, and, if it is
multi-authored, determine the concrete number of authors involved in writing
it [32]. In 2020, participants again had to determine whether a document is
single- or multi-authored. For multi-authored documents, they also had to iden-
tify between which paragraphs in the document the author changes, and assign
paragraphs to concrete authors [31]. The task posed in 2021 was very similar,
but this time, we additionally provided participants with a simplified version
of the task, where each document contained exactly one style change, and the
participants had to determine between which paragraphs in the document this
occurred [29]. Finally, in 2022, we added a more complex subtask where style
changes could now occur not only between paragraphs but also between sen-
tences [30].

Multi-Author Writing Style Analysis at PAN’23

Traditionally, writing style analysis has focused on single-author documents.
However, more recent research, including that conducted at previous editions
of PAN, has shown that writing style analysis can effectively be employed for
detecting author changes within a document. This can be used to partition a
document into parts that have been written by different authors, which can
be applied to areas such as plagiarism detection. In previous editions of PAN,
our participants developed a range of different techniques for detecting author
changes in documents. However, the datasets used in those editions of the task
exhibited a large variety of topics, also within single documents. This allowed
approaches to indirectly exploit topic changes to make the task easier.
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In the 2023 edition, we have therefore paid special attention to developing
datasets that do not exhibit this problem. We will provide participants with
datasets of three difficulty levels: (1) “Easy dataset”: The paragraphs of a docu-
ment cover a variety of topics, allowing approaches to make use of topic informa-
tion to detect authorship changes. (2) “Medium dataset”: The topical variety in a
document is small (though still present) forcing the approaches to focus more on
style to solve the detection task effectively; (3) “Hard dataset”: All paragraphs in
a document are on the same topic. Similar to most tasks in recent editions, style
changes are once again limited to occur between paragraphs (i.e., each paragraph
belongs to a single author).

5 Trigger Detection

A trigger in psychology is a stimulus that elicits negative emotions or feelings
of distress. In general, triggers include a broad range of stimuli, such as smells,
tastes, sounds, textures, or sights, which may relate to possibly distressing acts
or events of whatever type, such as violence, trauma, death, eating disorders,
or obscenity. In order to proactively apprise the audience that a piece of media
(writing, audio, video, etc.) contains potentially distressing material, the use
of “trigger warnings” have become common. Trigger warnings are labels that
indicate which type of triggering content is present. They are frequently used
in online communities and in institutionalized education and allow a sensitive
audience to prepare for the content to better manage their reactions. In the
planned series of shared tasks on triggers, we propose a computational problem
of identifying whether or not a given document contains triggering content, and
if so, of what type.

Identifying Violent Content at PAN’23

In the pilot edition of the task at PAN’23, we will focus on a single trigger type:
violence. As data we will use a corpus of fanfiction (millions of stories crawled
from fanfiction.net and archiveofourown.org (Ao3)) in which trigger warn-
ings have been assigned by the authors, that is, we do not define “violence” as
a construct ourselves here, but rather rely on user-generated labels. We unify
the set of label names where necessary and create a balanced corpus of positive
and negative examples. The problem is formulated as binary classification at
the document level as follows: Given a piece of fanfiction discourse, classify it as
triggering or not triggering, that is, in the PAN’23 edition of the task, assign the
trigger warning “violence” if appropriate. Standard measures of classifier quality
will be used for evaluation.
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